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THE MASQUE . 
ITS RISE AND DEVELOPMENT, AND ITS RELATIONSHIP 
TO MODERN PAGEANTRY. 
CHAPTER ONE. 
THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE EARLY MASQUE TO THE 
EARLY PAGEANT. 
Among the different phases of the drama as it exists 
today, there are two forms that have reached a great degree 
of popularity. These forms are the masque and the pageant, 
and they are appreciated because of those qualities which 
place them within the reach of the multitude. Related to 
the extent that one is often the synonym for the other, 
they are yet very diverse in their characteristics as masque 
and pageant. Also, these forms of art as they are expressed 
today are vastly different from their predecessors, the 
masque and the pageant of the seventeenth century and earlier. 
Taken separately, they are very interesting in their 
present state of development, although the masque is the more 
independent of the two forms. Interwoven, the result is a 
delightful combination if the interweaving is done artistic-
ally. For pageantry means essentially historical fact; a 
pageant true to type represents the different phases of the 
life and spirit of a community, of a state, or of a nation, 
in the process of development. On the other hand, the masque 
is allegorical. Poetry is combined with music, dancing and 
• 
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allegory in such a way that an emotion or impression is ere-
ated by the whole, rather than that facts are presented • 
Thus we can comprehend how the one may support the other. 
As has been pointed out aboV'e, the modern masque and 
pageant have but few points of similarity to those of the 
earlier times; but they are developments of those of earlier 
time, and for the sake of a true understanding of the rela-
tionship between them today, we must see for ourselves how 
in the centuries past they originated to a large extent side 
by side, and later made contributions one to the other. 
PART I. THE TOURNAMENT. 
One very important ancestor of the masque is the tourn-
ament, (which has been traced back to the beginnings of Greece 
I 
and Rome.) This military exhibition recalls to us the days 
of chivalry and is believed to have had its origin in the 
practice of running at the quintain, an exercise of great an-
tiquity. The Troy games also made a contribution. The for-
mer exercise was practiced for military efficiency. A stake 
was driven into the ground, at which the young soldiers threw 
their javelins as they ran toward it. Later, an image re-
placed the stake, and it has even been said that the quintain 
wa s sometimes a human figure who had to defend himself. Then 
they "ran at the quintain 11 horseback. The wheeling about to 
return and repeat the charge gave rise to the word "tourney," 
or "tournament," as it developed afterwards. The name uQuin-
tain" is said to have been taken from Quintas, a Greek poet, 
t S-t-ruit- Pld y s ~nci ~ a. 1·nes. ::-/..I. rsrozr.. 
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but this has not been verified. The exercise is written 
of by Vegetius, a Roman writer of the fourth century, and 
it is also mentioned in the code of laws established by 
Justinian. 
The Troy game was a pastime indulged in by the children 
I 
of the Roman nobility. According to tradition, it was 
brought into Italy by Ascanius, son of Aeneast From the 
first, this game consisted of a variety of evolutions per-
formed on horseback. Then the children formed a kind of 
procession, and having passed in review before their parents, 
they divided themselves, upon a g iven signal, into three dis-
tinct companies, each consisting of twelve champions, and 
charged each other. These Troy games we re continued through 
the centuries into the Middle Ag es. Begun b y the military, 
and pra cticed by either the soldiery or by those in prepara-
tion for the life of a soldi e r, they belonged essentially to 
the aristocracy. 
As we g o on into the history of the masque, we shall 
see that there are other contributing elements; but the two 
activities described above are the beg innings of what later 
became a very beautiful and elegant form of entertainment 
among the nobility. 
PART II. THE PAGEANT • 
On the other hand, Pageantry has folk custom as its 
.,... 
main root. Certainly, there are other elements that enter 
in, but folk custom, begun in religious rites, is the basis 
of this form of expression, and folk processions are the nu-
'·s-r..,..vtt cl.I fl/< r:r!. · VfifhL'n9+o n.The Ellq. PdtJe rd: 
~.CHambers- Med.~,·evc.l Drdtnd. · fqo-
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cleus of the pageantic technique. 
As far back as there is any record, there is some form 
of religious expression a mong people . These religious ex-
pressions have crystallised into religious rites, a nd in the 
process ions , the sacrifices, the other forms of worship we 
have the beginning of the early pageant. I am speaking now 
of religious pageantry in general. There is no religion 
without some kind of formality. And ~orne of the pageantry 
of the ancient times was very elaborate, indeed, especially 
that of Greece and Rome . In regard to the heathen found on 
the isle of Britain, Pope Greg ory wrote to Augustine, mis-
sionary to these heathen: "Do not pull down their fanes. 
Destroy the idols, purify the building s with holy water; 
set relics there, and let the fanes become the temples of 
the true God. S o the people will h a ve no need to change 
their p l aces of concourse, and where of old they were wont 
to sacrifice cattle to demons, thither let them continue to 
resort on the day of the saint to whom the church is dedi-
cated, and slay their beasts no longer as a sacrifice, but 
I . 
for a social meal in honor of Him whom they now worship . 11 
This letter indicated the poli cy of the missionaries to 
the isle of Britain~-to change the creed with as little dis-
location of popular sentiment as possible. Accordingly, the 
heathen Plough Monday became a fea s t day in the Christian 
church. A summer feast to heathen g ods was supplanted by 
Palm Sunday . Easter, Ascension and Trinity Sunday took the 
place of the High Summer feasts to the g ods. Palm Sunday, 
Easter and Rogation became Christian ver·sions of the heathen 
I. C }, a tn b e r s. f'; 11 -
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agricultural feasts. Observances begun in the druidical 
worship and pra cticed in the month of May were continued 
with the dedication of this month to the Virgin Mary. The 
ceremonial bathing of the Goddess Nerthus of Rome was par-
alleled by the dipping of images of saints during the feast 
day processions in Catholic vi l lages. On the continent, 
wells protected by goddesses came under the protection of 
I 
the Virgin Mary. 
Another observance of great int erest which was taken 
over by the Church was the St. John's Fires which feast 
took place in midsummer. Parenthetically, I might say that 
this festival along with some others is yet observed in 
South America today. In La Paz, Bolivia, I onc e had the 
privilege of attending . . It t akes place in June, when the 
nights are brightest and coldest. About sunset, fires are 
built in all p arts of the city, including the plaza and the 
principal streets. The juvenile element of the city takes 
great delight in these bonfires, and it would be considered 
a great privation for a child not to be able to :rassist. 11 . 
The celebration continues until the early hou rs of the morn-
ing. 
From earliest times, folk dances and folk songs attached 
themselves to the new worship, in spite of the efforts of the 
clergy to bar many of them . And, as in the c a s e of the Drama, 
many secular activities seem to result from what was at first 
tolerated in religious worship by the charitably inclined 
missiona ries. Following, a re some of the thing s which were 
;. [ t; rJ /77 ) e r .5. P 1 r '! - -1 ~~ •. ~ 1 
• 
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found first in the heathen customs, were either countenanced 
or a dopted b y the church for a t i me , after which they deve l-
oped in such a manner as to be of use in the early p ageant, 
and to a certain extent in the early masque: 
1. Relig iou s rit e s themselve s. 
2. May c elebrations , developing into the May games . 
3. The Sword dan c e wh ich b e c ame the c ontes t between 
Summer and Winter , and which is of g r e at antiqu ity . 
4 . The Morris Danc e . 
5 . Th e Mu~ners Pl ay , which c ame from the contest be-
tween Summer and Winter. 
6 . The c e lebrations of the Christmas season and the 
beg inn i ng s of ~int er. 
7. The New Year customs , which d e veloped from the Mum-
mer s Pl ay . 
One of these customs consisted in the y oung p eop l es ' 
ex changing wearing apparel and g oing in groups to the homes 
of neighbor s " Si nging and d ancing and part aking of g ood 
I 
cheer . 11 · 
Yet another folk custom which wa s one of the elements 
of the e arly Pageant is the Relig ious Riding . This ceremo-
n y took p lace in early England , three days before Holj Thurs-
day. In the days of Numa Pomp:Llius t he g od Terminus was 
c onsidered t he guardian of the fields and the propagator of 
peac e among men. Taken over b y the Church, the rites prac-
t iced in honor of the god dev e loped into the custom of the 
Bishop and the p eop le g oing into the fields and praying f or 
health , g ood weather and g ood crops. Litanies were fu ow com-
p o sed and thus was begun Rogation week . 
The processi on seems to h a ve been common to all lands, 
and it is the unique characterist ic of the early pageant. 
In the absorpti on into the church, the i mages of dei t i es 
we re supp l anted by t hose of s a ints. On the Continent the 
I. C h a tn be r s . P; 3 J -
• 
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Feast of the Ass and similar feasts were instituted in the 
t welfth and thirteenth centuries. In these celebrations the 
procession formed an important elentent. There were proces -
sions in which appeared the Holy Pamily surrounded b y t he 
clergy and the people . The Feast of the Boy Bishop began 
with a procession. Corpus Christi had a lready become a 
prominent feast day in England . The Feast of St. George, 
the p a tron saint of England' beg an with a most elaborate pro-
c e ssion. The thing tha t links t h e se folk and relig ious fes-
tivals even more closely to Pageantry in later times, is the 
Guy Fawke s Day festivities, in which there was a procession 
with ' the image of Fawkes. The introduction bti this image 
marks the b eginn ing of the introduction of living heroes. 
This procession took p l a ce in t he seventeenth century. 
I 
During the growth of these things in connection with 
relig ious worship another element of the Drama was likewise 
developing in the Church--the mira cle and mystery plays. Dur-
ing the days of the early Christian Chn rch the Roman Drama 
b e came very corrupt and the Church Fathers forb a de it to their 
pe ople . However, they foufud something to tak e its place in 
the dramatized Bible stories and lives of the Saints. These 
medaieval plays came into England with the Norman Conquest at 
the close of the eleventh centu ry. 'I'here were t wo important 
stages in the history of these plays after their introduction 
into England : 
1. Tha t in which the Cl ergy was in complete control. 
They wrote and p e rformed . The plays were g iven in 
J. VV a r d _ f h q. D rd rn . L (f. PI./.'U- '[:3.ates ~' IG L. fli.I7.@_/Pe-). f:7rcpna. ·';p 8 ~-_,_ L i ·,} ; .-.J 
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the church and in the church yard. 
2. The stage beginning with the fourteenth century 
when the clergy had begun to hand over the plays 
to the city guilds. 
During this time there had gradually sprung up on the 
part of the people a desire for something more free and 
popul ar than anything with which the clergy cared to be i-
dentified . By the beginning of the ~ifteenth century, 
the Miracle and Mystery plays we re in the hands of the city 
corporations. Different parts of the plays were parcelled 
out amongst the guilds . Each guild had to provide every-
thing for its p articular production. 
The processions were now more carefully organized be-
cause of being mor ;3 liberally financed. The performances 
of the plays took place in the open air , not on one plat-
form alone, but on many . On one platform one phase of t h e 
story was given . The platform moved to the nex~ stop and 
its place wa s taken hy another stage on whffiels with a con-
tinuation of the story. This stage on wheels, or the Pa-
g eant Car, is the beginning of the early pageant as such. 
The plays were developed into episodes, and for a performance, 
at least ten pageant-cars were required . Three different 
versions of Miracle or Mystery plays are mentioned; the 
Coventry, the York and the Townley cycles. In e ach the whole 
Bible story was included, from the Creation to the day of 
Judgment. ·A performance required three days. These pageants 
included many of the folk elements described . Between ac t s 
there were comic performances which r e lieved the monotony of 
• 
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t h e serious Bible story. 
PART III. CONCLUSION . .... 
Thus we see the difference between the original pageant 
and t h e beginning of what developed into the masque. I have 
carried the history of the pageant farther in order to bring 
out clearly its essential characteristics. The tournament , 
origina ting among t he soldiery and the aristocracy would 
natura lly develop in a manner entirely different from those 
practices begun in folk-lore and tra dition among the common 
people and l at er utilized b y the church in order to bring 
itself closer to them. Though we find some imitation of 
folk -customs on the part of the nobility in the development 
of the masque, the tournament was exclusive in spirit and 
belonged essentially to the military and to the privileged 
classes. The point was reached where a man of lesser rank 
than that of esquire coul d n ot t ake part among the soldiers. 
The pageant was of the common people. 
We have nmticed that there are some points of resemblance 
between the two forms and part of thi s resemblance is the re-
sult of a cert a in interchanging. Probably the pageant con-
tributed more to the masque than the masque to the pageant. 
For there were folk customs practiced in all conditions of 
society from the country p e ople to the King, each class fol-
lowing its ovm method. These cus t oms contributed to the lat-
er. ~·masque just as among the com.rnon people they became a part 
I 
of the pageant. A dir e ct contribution of the pageant, how-
/. W t' + /, I fJ 9-J-o H. f (, '{- G ')- l/ 0 / l 
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ever, was the pageant-car, which the nobility appro priated 
as a stage for the masque. On the otlier hand there was a 
frank borrowing from the mas que a t the time when the citi-
zens were according the Royal Entries to their Royalty, 
from 1298 to 1558. The castle and other scenic elements be-
longing to the masque were freely used. Much wa s also taken 
from the chivalric literature, although by that time the 
spirit of chivalry was beginning to die out. In fact, the 
pag eant ultimately reached the point where it drew from all 
possible sources. There is no tloubt that the pageant also 
took from the masque suggestions in regard to allegorical 
characters and symbolic dancing, though the latter is real-
ly little used in the earlier pageants: 
We have noted that the spirit of the p ageant is dif-
ferent from that of the masque, and that both groups of 
people, cormnoners and nobles, expressed themselves in their 
ovm fashion. But nevertheless, there was a certain amount 
of crossing the line of separation on the part of both co~-
mone r and noble. For instance there was as early as 1344 
a tournament in which the commoners took part. Queen Phil-
ippa, wife of Edward III probably was responsible for tour-
naments of this kind, for at her home, Hainault, France, the 
practice of such was very common. Another expression of 
this kind is in the courtly processionals of very early date 
;J._ 
in which both classes of people took part. F or instance, 
the passage of Henry III through the city of London to West-
minster was a triumph in which citizen and noble participated. 
/. Wi I 11 / 17 (!I n1 . / 11 (l f>, 9 1?1 tf' e d 11 f: f 7 7 . u .. -1 .) · 
-' , ff I . f f? i fl ~ / 0/1. f I j_ ~ - - l) ,.,f, I . 
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The return of Edward I from his victory over the Scotts was 
marked by a similar demonstration. This took place in 1298. 
The Lord Nfayor' s procession, while essentially 11 bourgeois 11 , 
was at the same time patronised to a certain extent by the 
nobility. Thus we see that not only was there a tendency 
to haMe some affairs in common, but that this tendency re-
sulted in the borrowing and copying of which we have spolcen 
and which was to contribute to the development of both. 
After all, the body and soul of the masque is said to 
be the same as that of the pageant; it is tn spirit and in 
technique that they differ •1 
-12-
CHAPTER I I 
THE RISE OF THE MASQUE. 
PART I. MUMM ING. 
We have spok en oft the mumming practiced by both peasant 
and noble in England, but each doing his own particular way. 
Reyher thinks that this custom had its origin in the Roman 
Sa turnalia which became Christmas Kalens. He bases his con-
jecture upon the homilies of Church Fathers, orders of of-
ficials, Royal ordinances and municipal decrees which sue-
ceeded each other through the centuries from the time of t h e 
Early Church Fathers in Rome to the reigns of Henry VIII in 
England and Francis I in France. The Church Fathers had 
continually to struggle with pagan customs--for in sp i te of 
the liberality of the early missionaries, their pagan con-
verts frequently overstepped al l bounds, and profaned rather 
than honored their adopted Saints' days. The civil inter-
ference was also to restrain abuses. But with all this, the 
old custom survived, no doubt becoming modified as the cen-
1. 
turies passed. 
The mummers were silent--a characteristic which dis t in-
guishes mumming from ordinary disguising. · They would come 
silently, perform their dances and depart. They were dis-
guised, and usually wore masks. 
Th e date of admittance to the Royal Palace--for its ori-
gin is undoubtedly plebian--is not known. The first affair 
of the kind described in the annals of English court history 
seems to have taken p lace in the fourteenth century, during 
the reign of Edward III, and in the days following the famous 
I. Re yhor . . 1!\t1s r:J I't.> s ·lr;~o/o , ·S cs f Jf _ 
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siege of Calais. Disgufes for twenty-four persons, to be 
worn with visors are described. Among the elements of dis-
guise mentioned are heads of dragons, heads and wings of 
peacocks and swans, and heads of savag e men. Disguising is 
mentioned as taking place at the Court of France at about 
this time, also. 
An interesting disguising took place at the English 
Court, about the year 1377, just before the coronation of 
Richard II, grandson of Edward III. This, however, was a 
bit of welcome accorded the young prince by citizens. Three 
hundred men, disguised and mounted left Newgate, "passed by 
Cheapside, where a great crown watched them march with a 
great noise of minstrels, trumpets, cornets and flutes and 
a profusion of torchers." At the head of the company were 
forty-eight men dressed as cavaliers. They went two by two 
and wore tunics, mantles and "elegant smasks." Then there 
came forty-eight other cavaliers also richly dressed, and 
immediately after them came a sumptuously dressed person 
who seemed to be an emperor. Some meters behind him rode 
a man dressed as the Pope. The Pope was followed by twenty-
four cardinals, and these by other persons disguised as de-
' vils.
After traversing London the mummers went to Kennington 
where the Prince was living. Arriving at the chateau they 
dismounted and went to the great salon where the Prince and 
his mother met them. After saluting them, the mumme rs si-
' Re y h e r P. ~ z ~ 
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lently offered to play a game of dice wi th the Prince. He 
won three games, and received three rich gifts as a re~ard. 
The Queen mother also played and won, receiving some gifts. 
Then the Prince ordered wine for the whole company which they 
11 drank with great joy. 11 The entertainment closed with a dance, 
after which the mummers departed as the y came. 
One distinction which is made between bhe peasant and 
aristocrat celebration of Christmas is that in the mumming, 
I 
the former wore masks and the latter visors. But the masque 
was soon to invade even the Court. The mummers who visited 
Richard II may have helped to carry the folk-dancing to Court, 
though dancing in disguise was known there before. And thus 
Mummings and disguisings are mentioned in Scot l and as 
early as 1285. It seems to have been a very popular pastime 
on the continent, also. But a t the English Court, there were 
developments into other things. The revels and t h e masquerade 
now began to take the place of the enrly mumming . The mas-
querade was a r egular Court dance with disguising, but better 
organised, and furthermore poetry began to be i n troduced. The 
mumming-- ·s.ilent dancers--continued for some time, but was not 
so important an element. During the reign of Henry VI a series 
of 11 tirades 11 were composed in verse for these masquerades, 
and for the spectacles which often went with them. Thus was 
poetry introduced, and it was composed b y the greatest poet of 
~ -
t he time, John Lydgate. Lydgate seems to have had charge of 
the Court amusements from 1427 to 1430. The lines written 
I ' lh-f h /{I 9fo 17' p q (, D c 7 I 
,_,'yfdht'o9too. f /~) 11•lf 
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were for the presentation or masked persons, either one or 
a number in a group, or perhaps to her ald the a dvance or 
a great spectacle. Poems were composed for the introduction 
or mummers, and fo r disguising . Disgu ising was more . pop-
ular now because or the dancers being allowed speaking parts, 
which was never accorded the mummers. 
PART II. THE TOURNAMENT. 
We have seen the beginning or t h e . tournament, but we 
do not know just when it began to exist as such. The running 
at t h e Quintain and Th e Troy Games evolved gradually into 
that very absorbing pastime or t he Middle Ages and or Chiv-
alry . Both France and Germany claim to be the originators 
or the real tournament, but neither can bring sufficient 
proof to substantiate claims. However, tourneys were known 
in Franc.e. and Normand¥ before t he Conquest, and there were 
I 
war-like amusements at Lille as early as 1306. 
For a long time the king s or England forb ade the intro-
duction of the practice, their real motive being that they 
did not wish so many armed nobles assembled. But when Ri-
chard I came to the throne, this monarch, eager to have his 
soldiers as e xp ert in the use or arms as the French~ remove d 
t h e restriction. 
The tournament now became very popular in England. Al-
though heavy fees were attached to participa ting in an affair 
of t h is kind, the practice developed rapidly , and resulted i n 
an a g e or Chivalry in Eng land. The l i terature or romance g ives 
1)1'1 fl;i'f71J-fo!7 f J D6 Uol J 
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more or less of an idea of the practice, as well as reflect-
ing the spirit of the times. An example is the vivid des-
cription of a tournament is given in Scott's Ivanhoe. 
The knights now began to disguise themselves. Strange 
knights would appear and fight in the tournamehts . There 
was glory for the winners in the contest, a crowning by a 
beautiful girl, and sometimes a reward. A Round \Rable was 
founded at Kenilworth by a Roger Mortimer which had a mem-
/ . 
bership of a hundred knights and a hundred ladies. 
There are two things here that are of interest to the 
student of the masque: The knights began to disguise them-
selves and "dress up," and the presence of the ladies had 
the effect of eliminating the military element. The result 
was two-fold. In the fil•st place , "Thoughts turnds from 
Mars to Cupid." The tournament became a "soft and silken 
war ." In the second place, dressing up led into dressing 
up in character. It was easy for a knight to pass from the 
disguisin g with his horse in a livery that matched his dis-
guise, into acting the part of another character. Great 
:1. 
emphasis began to be placed upon display. 
Now began to develop the pageantic tourney. These 
pageants are a direct development of the tournament and 
they are distinct from the pageants of the people. They 
seem to have begun about the year 1326, on the continent. 
In 1375 Richard II after hearing of the entry of Isabella 
of France into Paris, arranged a "militarie triumph" at 
London. 
J . W (ih(n~j-p/7. f ;bo Vo7J. 
:1. w t'fh; 17 t;ro/7. P1 ;2. J. Vol ! . 
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The Paris corona tion of Henry VI was marked by ~ very 
bril l iant pageant-tourney. 
The coronation of Henry VIII was celebrated with a 
more elaborate tournament and pageant. Knights fought in 
the lists; there were orations and processions of cavaliers. 
Finally there entered the space before the State, a tower 
covered with cloth of gold. The battlements were decorated 
with pomegranates and roses. In the tower was "Dame Pallas. 11 
The Dame presented her knights to the King as worthy of the 
lists. There were also some adversaries grouped together 
who came to the Queen and asked her to take them under her 
protection. They then demanded permission to challenge 
the disciples of Pallas. In addition to all this pageantry 
and allegory, there were castles and running wine and all 
that could contribute to a great pageantic tourney. '· 
All this shows the tend'ency to dress up in character 
as the emphasis began to be pl aced upon display rather than 
upon strenuous exercise. 
PART III. CONCLUSION. A lje 9tJ t Y-
The year 1454 witnessed on the continent the beginning 
of allegory. It had already been introduced into the Eng-
lish Court by Lydgate who had gone to literary sources and 
who connected it with his poetry. In the Court of Duke Phi-
lip of Bourgogne the following event took place: One even-
ing ~here entered into the hall of festivities an interest-
ing procession. First one lady entered alone, and she rep-
'.3 '-
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resented the Grace of God. She was fo l lowed by her daughters 
Faith, Charity, Justice and Valiance, each one with her name 
inscribed on the ieft sl1oulder. Each lady presented herself 
by means of verse, and in the presentation alluded to the 
situation of Christianity in Europe--for the Turks were a 
menace at the time. The first lady.' now retired, and her 
daughters, removing their names, danced with the uavaliers . 1 
The masquerade is a step away from the early mumming 
and disguising. But what was to develop the masquerade was 
also to lead away from it into something else. Dancing had 
always been a part of the mumming and disguising. Now crept 
in singing, dancing in character and allegory. In 1494 the 
masquerade with its dis gu ising was united to the entrance 
of the -pageant-car, and this is the beg inning of the masque 
as it was to develop in the reign of James I. 
Since the days of Edward III England had never seen 
such masquerades as celebrated the wedding of Prince Arthur, 
son of Henry VII of England with Catharine of Aragon. On 
one parti cular evening there was a ma s querade-di s guising 
which really amounted to a ma s que. After the Royal party 
was seated in the hall of f e stivites, there entered a chateau 
on wheels, drawn by two lions, one of silver and one of g old, 
a deer, and a savage goat. From each of the turrets of the 
castle a boy from the royal chapel, dressed as a girl, sang • 
Eight r·ichly dressed women were seated in the windows. Next 
crune a ship. It carried a woman dressed to resemble the 
Princess Catharine. Two p e rsons disembarked--Hope and Desire 
f. !Ye y h e f'. P t b . 
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who ·called themselves ambassadors of the "Mount d 1 Amour," 
and asked entran ce to the castle for their lords. It was 
refused, and the ambassadors threatened ~ssault. 
Now entered the "Mount d 1 Amour. Eight cavaliers at-
tacked t h e castle and capturea it. Then they led the ladies 
out and a dance followed. The evening ended with a general 
R /. dance, including the oyal party. 
Thus we have the beginnings of the masque prope r. 
Through all, it is seen that while there are many contributing 
elements from tournament, pageantic tourney, mumming , dis-
guising and all, the nucleus of the whole thing is the dance. 
With the beginning of the fifteenth centu~y, when the drama-
tic element entered in, the masquerade gave place to the 
masque • 
• 
CHAPTER III. 
THE MASQUE UNDER THE TUDORS. 
When King Henry VIII came to the throne he found himself 
a very p opular pers on, and that there was a rather l a r ge 
treasury which his father with the forethought and care for 
which he was noted, had left the Kingdom. The new King loved 
amusements--and he proceeded to indulge that taste. Fond of 
show, one of his favorite diversions was the pageantic tour-
ney, as was also the masque in its state of transition. Up 
to this time, and for some time on in this r eign, the masque 
lacked unity, although it had most of the chara cteristics 
which were later to be developed into a dramati c unity. 
'rhere was allegory, poetry, music, and above all, dancing . 
The disguising element still continued and indeed the word 
its e lf continued in use until toward the end of the reign. 
Compare d with what was produced b y Ben Jonson and Inig o Jones 
some years later, the affairs described under the name of 
masque seem more like great frolics, some of them more or 
less lack ing in d i gnity . But, after all, they were part of 
the process of development, and had their places in t he life 
of the Court. 
In 1510 a great banquet was g iven at the Court at which 
/. 
the King "masked with great elegance." There were robes of 
yellow, white and red satin . Some guests dres s ed as Russians, 
others as Prussi ans and other nationalities, were represented. 
After the banquet was a dance and all the dancers masked. A 
Frenchman wrote of the affair: 11 Banquet, momerie, danses et 
/. !Pr: l h e-r. F J::.-. d J.. · 
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mas c a rade--voila une soiree bien r emplie." 
In 1511, to celebra t e Ep iphan y , a g r eat car made its 
entry into the Sala of the Richmond palace. On it was a 
mountain of gold decorated with p:r•ecious stones. At the 
sunrnit there was a tree of g old, with roses and pomegranates. 
The "ma ch ine" advanced to the royal dias and Ma id Marion of 
Robin Hood f ame descended with a jester and four cavaliers. 
The cavaliers were dressed in different colors a nd were armed 
with lance s and shields. Al l five men wore a numbe r of b e lls, 
a lso, and the lances and shields were decorated with bell s . 
I 
In this paraphenalia the men performed a Morris danc e . 
On February 14 of the same year at a similar a ffair, a 
p a g e ant- car wa s brought in decorated with tapestry d'Arras. 
A pe r sonage descended and asked permission of the C2ueen to 
"offer a gay p as time from N-esperede s." Permission being 
given, the curtain fell, disclosing trees of gold, covered 
with flowers of silver and gold . Among the foliage were 
seated six richly dressed l adi e s. Farther back in the woods 
w2:·'e the King and five gentlemen . As they came forwa:bd the 
name of each was discovered embro idered on his costume. 
The King took t h e name of Loyal Heart. Other n ames were 
Good Will, Good Hop e , Valiant Des il~e, Go od Faith and Loyal 
Love. At a s i gn a l, each gentl eman t ook the hand of a lady 
and l ed her d ovm to the space set as i de for dancing .J.-
On the evening of Ep iphany , 1512, the King introduced 
a "Maske a ft er the fashion of Italy 11 the like of which "had 
never b een seen in It a l y , 11 acc01•ding to Hall, who however 
1. R e x he r-. 
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was describing this masque some thirty years after it had 
taken place. There is some dispute as to just what the 
des cription means. Some critics have deduced from it that 
the masque is Italian and not of English orig in. However, 
t he gr eater evidence seems to point to some difference in 
the dances, and to the fact that there was some conversation 
between the dancers and the spectators. This seems to be 
the main feature which could call forth any comparison be-
f. 
tvve en this masque and its predecessors . 
In 1 527 the King honored the h ouse of Cardinal Wolsey 
with another very s trik ing disguis e-masque, which Shakes-
peare later introduced into the play Henry VIII, Act 1, 
Scene 5. In this performance the maskers were disguised 
as shepherds 11 in fine cloth of gold and fine crimson satin 
panned ." They wore visors, and their hair and beards were 
of "gold or silver wire or of black silk ." In this case 
the masquers disposed of their disguises b ef ore asking the 
l adi e s to dance ."' 
Before t he days of Inigo Jones there seems to have be en 
little improvement in the direction of stage contrivances. 
The page ant-car wa s the greatest achievement of the early 
stage manager . Evans .: thinks that the masque was influenced 
by the dr Bmatic forms of the day, and that this influence 
accounts for the regular written speeches and assigned parts. 
This is probabl y the case with many of the masques but we 
must not for get that speech was introduced by Lydgate, a nd 
independently of the drama. 
t EYo n S c0._ l.f" 11 
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The masque was constantl y in evidence during the reigns 
of Henry VIII and Eli zabeth . The forme r had b een v ery Dond 
also of the allegorical pageant which was made to suggest 
symbolism. Descriptions of t he masques in Henry's reign 
in detail are scanty, but a ll seem to follow the same method 
of p rocedure : Song , d i a logue, entry of mas quers, the dances, 
and f inally the closing song . 'rhere were usually t wo 11 en-
trees," one of women, and the other of men. When the pa-
geant-car was used, they descende d and danced together. 
In the reign of Elizabeth the masque constituted the 
stock feature of the royal progresses, and as in the former 
reign--that of Henry VIII, of the Court f e stivals at Chr ist-
ma s and Shrove tide. In fact, the masque almost took the 
place of the pageant, the latter being used only in civic 
affairs. The Qu e en in these progresses was entertained so 
lav ishly as to bring many nobl emen and g ent lemen t o the verge 
of ruin. The most famous of the entertainments in h e r honor 
was that provided by Leicester at Kenilworth Castle, where 
she visited in the summer of 1 57 5 . There were all sorts of 
pageantry and poetry, g i ants , nymphs, fir eworlts, a floating 
island in a p ool in front of the palace, hunting , tilting, 
bear-baiting , tumbling, rustic sports, songs and masques.11 
--Cross, History of England. 
/ . 
During the reign of Edward VI, the masque had not 
flourished, and while Mary I wa s queen a license to p erform 
wa s necessavy. But with Elizabeth it was all r evived, for 
she herself took great pleasure in all forms of dra~atic art. 
/.Cr,5s ;-/ r"> T-of Fnf?· 
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She wa s too penurious to afford many Court masques, but her 
11 loving subjects" knew her tastes and vied with each other 
in pleasing her. The beginning of the "princely pleasures 
of Kenilworth" is described: Before the outer gate of the 
Castle sybils dressed in white greeted her, recited poetry 
and prophesied health and prosperity for the Queen of England. 
In the tilt yard which the Royal train next entered there 
were further compliments. Then the inner g~te of the Castle 
opened upon a lake. In the center of the lake was a float-
ing island from which the Lady of the Lake attended by two 
nymphs sailed to the shore, and the Lady offered the Lake 
.and all her own magic p ower to the Queen. Music foll owed. 
The Queen now entered the Castle over a bridge which bo~e 
gifts from the g ods including SylY-anus, Pomona, Ceres, Bac-
chus, Neptune, Ma rs and Phoebus. We may add that most of 
the nature of a danceless masque or of a plotless :Dlay, 
I . given out of d oors and with music. 
At Cowdry which Elizabeth visited in . l 587 there was a 
similar great festival in her honor . At the gate of the 
Castle a poet delivered a welcoming address during which six 
g irls repre senting the Graces and the Hours removed blocks 
from the path which Envy had placed there to impede the pro-
gress of Virtue. Then they strewed the path with flowers • 
The scene of this masque also included a lake. The day 
following the Qu e en 's arrival there were water sports. In 
the lake were two islands called the Ship Isle and the Snail 
Mount. From a bower in the first one rose Nereus , Neptune , 
/. W ;Yh / op-t-a o. P ~ o) V 1 -7 1 
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Oceanus and other g ods with a pinnace in which cornets played 
Scotti sh jigs. The Snail Mount now transformed itself into 
a fortress, and surrounded by armed men , presented a formid-
able appearance . Sylvannus appeared to begin a war with the 
Sea ~ods. But Nereus stopped the fray, bringing out the fact 
that the Queen was a friend of peace and an ememy of war. 1 
It is indeed interesting to tra ce the influence of the 
Elizabethan Masque u p on the English Drama which was the great -
est achievement of the Elizab ethan literature. The drama was 
inspired and influenced by the classical and Italian models, 
but the masque was a means of furnishing the local color, 
the life, and the "old time jollity." The English drama reached 
its culmination in Shakespeare. And while no one ever reached 
the heights of this great dramatist, the age of Elizabethan 
drama continued until 1 642 . 
A connection is indicated between the masques and the 
drama by the following: l. Dramat ic dialogue. 2. Dances, 
interspersed with songs and accompanied by music. 3. The 
anti-masque, consisting of grotesque dances by 11 antick1-~: per-
sonages. This third element appeared about the year 1608. 
These antic dancers were almost always from the public the a-
ters. There was l i. ttle probability tha t anything from the 
theatre would be adopted by the exclusive Court MasE!ue, and 
on the other hand, the public would be anxious to see any 
performance that bad met with the approval of the Court. 
In the 11 Two Noble Kin smen" is a r epetit ion of the anti-masque 
borrowed from Beaumon t's Ma sque of the Inner Temple and Gray's 
} . W't+h i n9-~-"Pf1 . P;. 6<? 1.: 1 7 t. 
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Inn. This was one of the first anti-masques to have "vari-
ous characters and cottumes. 11 The date of the play is fixed 
at 1613 .' 
In the earlier drama the masque in its simple form--a 
dance by a group of revellers with or without an introductory 
speech--had been common. As the Court masque grew more e-
laborate, its machinery, eostumes, mythological devices, anti-
masque, and indeed, its gener•al construction 1 were borrowed 
or imitated so freely by the dramatists that its tnfluence 
on the drama was distinctly important. Beaumont and Fletcher 
were among the leaders in setting this new dramatic fashion 
for their plays contain a great deal of masque pageantry. 
Gods and goddesses, ascending and descending, clouds open-
ing, and even complete masques are distinct masque elements 
in sixteen of their plays. Also there is not only an intno-
duction of masque-like pageantry, but a skillful effort to 
combine romantic drama and the Court masque. Ben Jonson 
would not mix masques and plays, but his masque of Oberon 
contains an anti-masque that undoubtedly suggested the 11 dance 
of satyrs 11 in the Winter's Tale. "Gesture and swift motion 11 
we re not found in any of the Court masques before 1611, and 
"The Winter's Tale 11 dates about t h is time. Shakespeare must 
have borrowed this innovation from 11 0Beron, 11 and it is all 
the more probable since the anti-masque was danced by actors 
from the King 1 s Men . :1 
In "The Temp e st" grotesque spirits as · Ariel, Caliban, 
and the different shapes must have been suggested by the 
t. .E-YC!/75 . ' ' j ,<· 
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Courtmasques. The antic-dancers together with the devices 
of Ariel and Prospera make an unmistakable masque setting 
for the masque proper, with its goddesses and the graceful 
dance of nymphs and reapers. Thus Shakespeare was comb.ining 
construction, pageantry and devices of the Court masque with 
a romantic comedy, just as Beaumont and Fletcher tried to do. 
Jonson, himself, seems to have considered Shakes peare an of-
fender along this line for he mentions "those that beget tales 
tempests and other drolleries." However, in this as in all 
his adapting, Shakespeare was skillful in combining. He 
adopted a convention, mastered it, and "forced it into the 
service of his imagination." 1 · 
To go back to our story of the development of the masque, 
the death of Elizabeth meant the introduction of a new re-
gime that had much to do with Court festivities. And this 
regime was the golden page of the English Masque • 
• 
• 
• 
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CHAPTER LV. 
lliE MASQUE AT ITS HIGH ES T POINT OF DEVELOPMEN T 
With the coming of the Stuarts to the throne a new 
chapter opens in the history of the masque. In the dif-
ferent histories of the masque there has been a diversity 
LD the use of the word itself, and the opportQDity seems 
to present itself to take up that phase of the subject. 
The word is originally of Arabic origin, and came into 
England through the French i n the sixteenth century. It 
was at first spelled 11mask 11 or "maslce. 11 But about the 
end of the sixteenth century the French-spelling ''masque 11 
came into vogue, and Jonson adopted it entirely. Consider-
ing the time of the introduction of the word into England, 
the thing denoted by it was in existence for a very long 
/. 
time before it received its true name. As we have seen, 
the names for it had been "mumming 11 and then "disguising. rr 
No doubt the name was brought from France along with cer-
tain innovations which were incorporated into the typically 
English custom. The old name "disguis ing11 clung until the 
year 1622, though it was in the meantime being supplanted 
by the new wo1 .. d. The word 11mask 11 began to be used in com-
mon with the old word about 1513. So we see that the two 
names were used interchangeably for over a century. 
We have noted the lack of unity in the masque or dis-
guising, in the time of Henry VIII, and have seen that while 
there was great magnificence in the masques of Elizabeth's 
time, yet t here was lacking to a large degree that same 
-29-
quality. But in the age following, the masque was, as a 
matter of fact, recr eated by a combination of art and 
literature ''unique in the history of either. 11 According 
to Evans this development was due to the personal t a stes 
of James I and his Queen. I. Sharing to the greatest extent 
Elizabeth 1 s love for display, they were lack ing in that 
economical trait which kept her from i ndulg i ng it--at her 
own expense. Consequently the entertainments of their 
court surpassed by far anything that had been given there 
in the former reign. Furthermore , for the production of 
their masques they were able to secure the services of the 
best writ ers of the most brilliant period in the history 
of English literature, while the greatest English architect 
of the times was e ngaged to construct the stage and its 
scenery. 
Before going further, it may well to state into just 
what the masque had been crystallising during the last three 
centuries, and just what was considered a real masque at 
this time. 11 The masque then, was a combination of speech, 
dance and song in variable proportions. The invariable 
feature of it was the presence of a group of dancers, eight, 
'L 
t welve or sixteen in number, called masquers.n--Ev ans. 
These masquers took no p art in the speak ing or the singing: 
all they did was to dress imposingly and dance. The dances 
consisted of two kinds: 1. The Entr y, the Main, and the 
Going out, which was composed of stately figure dances, and 
which were very carefully rehearsed before-hand. 2 . The 
'·frt!>-r. s '? 5s-
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Revels, livelier dances, as galliards, corantos, and 
levaltos, danced by the masquers with partners of the 
opposite sex chosen from among the audience. The Revels 
were regarded as extra, and took place after the Main, 
the Going out being reserved until the last. The masquers 
were dressed in gorgeous costumes, which were often ar-
ranged in accordance with the character the person was to 
represent. Masks were originally worn, but were afterwards 
dispensed with. Since the masquers were the central feat-
ure, the object of the writer was to make them as effect-
ive as possible. During the first part of the masque they 
were hidden from view, and it was not until the proper mo-
ment that they were allowed to shine forth in all their 
glory. · Issuing from a "gres.t concave shell," from a rrmi-
crocosm of globe, n from a "glorious bower 1 rr sometimes de-
scending from the heavens on a cloud, they danced their 
entry, and the main masque began. At first, the Entry was 
merely introductory, but it grew to become a little drama 
/. 
in itself. 
In the reign of Elizabeth the Court masque had begun 
to function, over and above amusement and pleasure, from 
a political standpoint. Already courtiers had used the en-
tertainment as a means of getting information or i!Jf showing 
).. 
political favor. Now, along with the golden age of achieve-
ment artistically 1 the masque also reached the high water 
mark, so to spea1{, in political importance. Foreign am-
bassadors cons idered the masque a public function wherein 
one of their nuraber could not be f avored more than another. 
1. g::: y<\ 17S. f 3 Y 
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Every Court action was significant, and the deportment of the 
ambass ador had large influen ce in shaping state policy. When 
Elizab eth died, France and Spain were the most concerned; there 
was a diplomatic struggle for the favor of the new king , for 
each wanted the assistance of England to establish her suprem-
acy on the continent. King James' choice of ambassado r in the 
matter of showing courtesies would indicate that he was inclin-
ed to favor that ambassador's country. The masques of the 
Christmas season were the Court's greatest social functions, 
and the favors to ambassadors were eagerly watched for. 
An ambassador o f the first rank was entertained in the 
follo·wing manner: The Master of Ceremonies brought him to the 
palace in the Aing's coach. In t he palace he was assigned to 
elaborate quarters, and entertained at dinner. When the masque 
was ready, he was conducted to the hall b::;' the King himself, 
and placed next to His Eajesty. Since there was only one place 
of f irs t honor, no t wo ambas sadors o -r:· equal rank could be invit-
ed, A mere "agent " was g1 ve n no a tt ent ion but came and went in 
a very quiet manner. 
During t he performance the amount of attention given by 
the l oyal fa mily to the di f ferent ambas sadors varied according 
to the h onor 1~ngland wisherl t o show to their respective coun-
tries. Precedence at any affair given by the Court was always 
of great concern, but the masque involved the greatest number 
of discus sions. An example of thi s is seen in the masque 
supposed to have b e en given on Twelfth Night. 1603-4. The masque 
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in question was the 11Vision of the Twelve Goddesses, 11 and 
was to be danced by the new Queen and her ladies. There 
was a struggle between France and Spain, in regard to the 
Low Cotmtries, and England did not wish to commit herself 
not to seem to ally herself with either of the two conn-
tries. On the one hand, France was not to be offended; on 
the other, the sympathies of the Q.ueen personally were with 
Sp ain, and she determined to invite the Spanish ambassador 
to her masque. Accordingly the French Ambassador was in-
vited to a dinner and a masque sometime before Twelfth 
Night, the Queen reserving the greater masque for the more 
i mportant occasion. But the Frenchman saw through the 
scheme, and did not accept. Insisting that Twelfth Ni ght 
we.s the most important of all the f estivals, he declared 
that he could not do otherwise and uphold the dignity of 
his King. Finally after much discussion, the Queen de-
cided to put off her masque until in January, and French 
Ambassador was i nvited for Twelfth Night, but to a min or 
affair. To the masque in January the Spanish Ambassador 
was solemnly invited, and received great attention, the 
/. Queen wearing even Spanish f avors. 
Thr oughout the next five ye ars, while both France 
and Spain were attempting to influence England's policy 
on the continent, and were jealously watching any prefer-
en ce, the war continued between the two ambassadors. A0d 
the beautiful Court .Masques were the battlegroru1d. Never 
1. 6vlhvZ~n-
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was any personal feeling shown , nor was there any, in re-
ality • . The ambassadors were figure hes.ds, through whom 
the intricate game of European politics was played . The 
invitation to the masque had for its purpose the honoring 
of his master, and the ambass ador accepted in the name of 
his sovereign. Continually in touch with his Government 
he t followed out instruct ions in detail. And it was a 
dangerouE thing to blunder. In the above case, the French 
Ambassador confessed himself b eaten, and was advised by his 
government to cultivate Queen Anne, ·.'. to urge King James 
to restrain her, and to try to impress upon the Queen what 
might be the result of her favoring Spain. 
On another occasion when the Queen was determined to 
f avor Spa in, and again the French were aroused, the English 
Government diverted the attention of the French King by 
me ntioning the debt France owed England at the time. How-
ever, the Queen was usuall-y· force d to bear the blame. The 
King and his council were kept at wits end trying to pre-
serve and appearance of peace. He would invite one ambas-
sador to one masque, the other to another--with both watch-
ing closely and mru{ing comparisons. Later, however, the 
French gained ascendency politically, and even the Queen 
was obliged to give in and invite the French Ambassador to 
/. her favorite masques. 
With this description of the masque and with its poli-
tical importance in mind , let us consider its further de-
5ol l , vc''7 · 
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velopment, beginning with the reign of .Je.mes, and the 
writers of these masques. Following are the character-
istics as fully developed by .Jonson : 
1. Persistence of allegory-- nthe last flicker of 
expiring mediaeval art. " It had the "del i cate 
art of poetical suggestion. 11 
2. Profuse employment of classical material ill its 
personages, imagery and all usion. But it also 
mingled as tire , abstraction and personages of 
every day life with the Gods of Greece en d Rome/· 
Without a doubt, Ben Jonson was the greatest writer 
of the Court Masques. We have n oted above that at the 
beginning of this reign there was really very little of 
the dramatic element in the masque. .Jonson added this 
eleme nt, giving the court masque the unity of plot and 
"raison d 1 etre '' which before had been lacking. 
Ben Jonson was born in 1574 at Westminster. Sent 
in childhood to a school for boys in London, he was de s-
tined by his father for a career far different from .what 
he afterwards adopted. His dramatic life was begun as 
an actor, and he wrote his first drama in 1598. Then 
crune the festivities which welcomed the King Janes from 
Scotland, and later the court Uiasques of which the King 
was so fond. Jonson's talent was rillow employed i n composing 
for these festivals and masques. 
During his dramatic career which began at the acces-
sion of King James and continued until 1631, near the time 
of his death, Jonson composed nine entertainments, three 
barriers or two antimasques, twenty-three masque s proper. 
J. £ 1/a i7S. 
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H is masques are dramatic, genuinely inventive, a nd are 
poetic. 
A great development of the masque during this time 
is shown by the following illustrations: The "Vision of 
the Twelve Goddesses" by Samuel Daniel is the earliest 
example we have of the Jacobaean Masque. It is very con-
ventional. There is no real dialogue, only presentation 
· speeches, at the beginning and before the entry. Each 
11Godd.ess" is described in rhymed lines. The Masquers i m-
mediately enter and begin the performance • . 
But a year later, Jonso n 's "Masque of Blackness" was 
presented. There were twelve masquers, Ethiopians, daugh-
ter of the river Niger. In an open li1g dialogue among o-
ceanus, Niger and Aethiop ia, it is explained how the dam-
sels, unhappy with their dusky complexions have come to 
Britain to beautify them under a sun whose beams are ''of 
great force." After the dialogue the masquers come from 
11 a great concave shell, 1 ike mother-of -pearl, curiou.sl'Y· 
made to move on those waters and rise with the billow. 11 
A plot was invented to furnish motif for the masque. 
Later, however, another change was required, for the 
Court soon tired of the endless procession of gods and 
goddesses and allegorical personages. A less serious ele-
ment was called for, and Jonson , to prevent any degeneration 
of the masque itself introduced the Antimasque--na foild of 
false masque." His object was to include a humorous element, 
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and to enhance the masque by a contrast. The development 
of the anti-masque was similar to that of the masque it-
self. The starting point was the dance--probably, in 
this case, borrowed from comic performances of antics and 
tumblers often seen at fairs. In most cases the dance was 
dumb-show, there very seldom being any dialogue or songs 
given the dancers. 
A good example of antimasque is found in the Masque of 
J. Queens, performed at Whitehall in 1609. The first scene 
was that of "Ugly Hell. 11 Eleven witches, all differently 
attired, and representing certain moral evils--ignorance--
su spi cion--credulity--falsehood--murmur--mal ice--impudence--
slander--execration--bitterness--fury--mischief--came out 
with 11 kind of hollow and infernal music." They carried 
rats, ointment pots, spindles, timbrels, rattles and all 
made a noise "with strange gestures." Then the witches 
began to dance, but missing their ch ief, one df them called 
for her. They all repeat three charms, after which their 
mistress comes upon the scene--t'naked-armed, barefooted, 
her frock tucked, her hair knotted and folded with vipers; 
in her hand was a torch made of a dead man's arm, lighted, 
gi rQ.ed with a snake." . 
Before the "Dame" they all reveal their evil minds to 
a still greater extent. Then she places herself in the 
m1dst of them and boasts of their power. They repeat some 
charms, after which "with a strange and sudden music" they 
begin a magic dance which gradually increases in wildness 
and abandon. At the hei@:lt of this dance there is a sound 
;. M4 sqv e of Que e ns 
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of lond;emusic. The witches with the whole scene vanish. 
In the place of the preceding there appears as if by ma-
g i c, a wonderful bu ilding called the "House of Fame • 11 
Sitting at the top of this, upon a throne, are twelve other 
masquers, who descend from the throne and spea k . Heroic 
Virtue is the first, followed by Fame. Then the oth ers who 
represent some noble historic charact er. The last to speak 
was the Queen. As each descended, she mounted into a "tri-
umphant chariot" of which there were three, and which later 
came to the outer stage. The first ch ariot was drawn by 
eagles, and the second by griffons and the third by lions. 
Each chariot had bound to it fo...1r of the . hags or witches 
who had been caught in the meantime. Af ter riding ·· about 
on the sta ge they descended from their chariots and danced, 
first sta tely and formal dances, aft er wards, galliards and 
corantos. 
A critic says t he dramatic f orce of this antimasque e-
clipses that of the masque proper and that it is only the 
magni f icence of the scenery and the skill of the dancers in 
t h e latter t hat keeps an anti-climax from occur ing. 
In anoth er masque of Jonson 1 s called the "Masque of 
Oberon," the anti -masqu e is danced by the Satyrs who also 
ta ke considerable pa. rt in the dialo gue. However, both 
t itJhese cases are exceptions, t he anti-masquers u sually doing 
li t tle else except dance.· Other examples of anti-masque 
are "the sports and pretty T.i ghtness e s that accompany Love" 
in the Masque of Lord Haddington's Marriage--"The Follies 
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which were twelve She f ools in "IJove freed from Ignorance and 
Folly." In both these cases the antimasquers are presented, 
and d.ance without further ceremony. Jonson was very reluctant 
to intruduce these elements, for his ideal was lofty, though 
somewhat ponderous, and, accordingly, while the style was quick-
ly adopted by his contemporaries, he conceded only with the 
greatest reluctance. Then after one anti-masque had been ad-
mi t ted the audiences began to demand two, and along with this 
a "conmixture" or of divers persons and characters. Jonson 
refused to a.o this until in 1624 when he wrote ''Neptune's 
Triumph". The ideal ci f Jonson was to teach a lesson--he want-
ed his works to convey instruction in some form or another, and 
for this reason, he used the antimasque not only as an element 
of fun, but to show art to ridicule, to use sarcasm. There was 
always something which caused people to think as well as to 
laugh. In fact, it has been said, and with justice, that 
while, Jonson should have devote d his great talent and colossal 
learning to so rnething more worthy of his gifts than these masques. 
Jonson did. not produce the masque alone. We have mention-
ed a great architect o f t~e times--and that was Inigo Jones. 
Jones had spent considerable time in Italy .where he had the op-
portunity of observing those wonderful Italian masquerades 
which owe as much to the painter and sculptor, as to the play 
writer. To Jones, therefore, is due the ingenius contrivances 
for the appearance of the masquers, as described above--the 
clouds, the globe, the open flowers. "Ugly Hell," and 
the wonderful palace of the ; twelve virtues. Given a free 
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hand from a financial standpoint, his productions were in-
deed works of art. 
The Carolan Masque while bearing some resemblance to a 
primitive Italian opera, had few of the characteristics of 
a normal theatre play. So far from the picture being kept 
wholly within the frame, the floor of the hall, was, in a 
sense, as much the scene of action as the stage. Here there 
were some carrying over of all the old conventions, born of 
a period when the masque had neither movable scenery nor a 
proscenium arch. Bearers of compliments to the King and 
Queen came down from the stage and walked to the place of the 
throne. This was a native custom. The usage of hall floor 
was due largely to Italian precedent. There was a broad space 
between stage and stage which was carpeted in green. Entry, 
main, Revels and going out were given here. Antic masques 
almost invariably danced on the stage. 
Front curtains were used in "111 the Stuart Masques of 
the middle and final periods, but as they were brought into 
service at the opening and close only, all the scenic changes 
had to be made with neatness and dispatch in the full sight 
of the audience. No hu~an agency was apparent and the vari-
ous mechanical transformations had their element of charm and 
surprise. The wings and flats, called shutters, were all ar-
ranged in sets of four or five and worked in grooves top and 
bottom. Four double rows of wings each provided with the com-
p~nent parts, permitted four or five changes, and with the 
whole closed in behind by a corresponding sequence of c l osely 
grouped flats. Another system, Italian, was that 
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on which all the scenery was placed on perpendicular, re-
vel ving triangular frames, worked from below. But this 
called for too much stage space. It admitted only three 
changes, also. 
In the Carolyn masques, Inigo Jone's scenery was all 
ranged along the two sides of an equilateral triangle of 
which the base formed the proscenium opening and the apex, 
the vanishing point, was placed in the center of the hori-
zontal line. In accordance with this, the wings jutted out 
more and more in strict proportion as they receded. Not on-
ly this, but the farther they went back, the shorter they 
became. Each row of wings was provided with a sky-border, 
and as the wings grew shorter, so the borders came lower 
down, concealing the upper grooves. · Very littl~ of the 
back flat was to be seen; in normal cases only a space of 
about half the measurement of the proscenium opening. 
The borders were arranged in two parts, so that they 
might be pulled off laterally at either end when it was 
desired to show one of those descending clouds frei ghted 
with classic divinities, which were popular features of 
all the European court . entertainments of the 1\:Zth century. 
For some time, Jones and Jonson worked together. Then 
jealousy arose as to the comparative importance of the two, , 
Jones maintaining that the scenery made the masque. The re-
sult was ultimately the retirement o'f Jonson from the super-
vision of these particular court functions. 
Other masque writers of the time were Daniel, Chapman, 
Townsend, Davenant, Carew, Shirley, and Heywood. Daniel and 
l 
I 
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Heywood were perhaps the best of t h is group of writers. 
While all wrote interest ingly, none were able to reach the 
hei ghts that Jonson had reached. 
From the foregoin g descriptions of scenery, the enormou s 
cost of these productions can readily be inferred. King 
James spa red no expense for the masque, and, besides, many 
times in Order to demonstrat e the aff ection of his subjects 
for him, bef ore t h e ambassadors;he would have a rich present 
brou_ght him in the midst of the performance. This pre sent, 
supposedl y from t he people, was re ally pa id for ou t of t he 
public treasury . 
Liveries for the a ctors were paid for by t he state. 
James maintained fave companies of act ors, mostly at public 
expense . There were fees for t h e poets and f er the musicians. 
Of course s ome of t h is was c ha r ged to t he private account o f 
Royalty , but the expense fell largely on the public. The ex-
pense of one performance of the masque varied from a few hun-
dred pounds to twenty-one t hmJ. sand. The masque of Twelfth 
Ni gtt t cost between what wou ld be twenty-five and fi f t y thou-
sand dollars of ou r money today. The Masque of Blackness 
cost t hree t hou sand pounds. Prince Charles' first ma sque 
cost the country four thousand. po unds, and the Masque of Beau-
t y s everal thou sand. There is no doubt that this lavish ex-
pendit ure helped to prepare the way for the civil war which 
I 
came in t he next reign. 
The Civi l war brought to an end the History of the En g -
lish Masque. It is true t hat traces of it yet remained 
through the Puritan regime, and that after the Restoration 
s-v l) · VcZ/7-
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the masque was yet in evidence. But altered conditions 
in the theatre, the demand for scenic display there, ren-
dered .t he masque as it had been, really a thing of the 
past. The King and his court, moreover, now attended the 
theatre. Court balls, masked or otherwise, too k the place 
of the dancing of the former years. 
At the present day the masque is interesting chiefly 
from the literary standpoint--and it .would by unfair to 
subject even the literature of the masque to the test of a 
severe standard. 
However, there is no denying the fact that the masq·ne 
was very beautiful and artistic, and that in it poetry, mu-
sic, dramatic art, were united to an unusual degree. 
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CHAPTER V. 
THE MASQUE AS A MODERN FtlRM OF DRAMA 
Throughout the centuries that followed the civil war 
the masque became an outmoded form, yet in certain plays 
masque-like plays, such as "The Tempest and Midsummer 
Night's Drearp.," it has survived these years. In France 
the masque persisted in the "Ballet d' Action." And dur-
ing all this time between the time 6:f the Puritans and 
the present, there have been tendencies in the old dir-
ection. However, the characteristics have changed to a 
certain degree. Where before we found allegory, dancing 
and singing for the sa ke of the pleasure of a group of 
aristocracy, we no w find these things in a more moderate 
de gree, used with greater discrimination and taste, for 
the love of art itself. 
Fu.rther more the motive fer the masque of today is 
different because it is as much of the people as the 
people will let it be. It h as not yet reached the high-
est point of development of which it is capable; as it 
is, there is great opportunity for creating and foster-
ing the love of t h e beautiful and the dramatic in places 
which the regular theatre cannot reach. 
In the f ir s t place, the present day masque is sim-
ple in plot. There is great de·pendence upon scenic ef-
facts. Secondly, the employment of the musical element 
is in a distinct characteristic. The allegory may be 
made very int erest ing because of the literary and histor-
ical background which is the heritage of modern times. 
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The great feature, however, is delicacy and beauty. 
Before taking up any of the modern masques in detail, 
I shall explain the different ways tn wh ich this form of 
dramatic art is used today. The masque really came into I. 
its own with the revival of modern pageantry, of which it 
is one of the most i~portant elements. There are two types 
of medern ·pageant: the continental or processional type, 
and t h e English or dramatic type. The latter is given pre-
ference. And in the pageant, consisting of episodes, there 
is a necessity for a connecting link , or for an element that 
binds the episodes into a whole. This necessity is met by 
the masque, which forms the sustaining plot, and creates 
the atmosphere which explains and unites t he main plot into 
a coherent dramatic expression. In these inst ances the 
characteristics of the ma sque are principally symbolic 
dancing , verse and allegory. 
Another use of the masque is its use as an opening of 
a festival. Thomas Wood stevens has written several of 
this type. There is a regular plot which, however is very 
li ght. It is f anciful, many times grotesque, but artistic, 
and at the close there is a si r,nal given for the whole au-
dience to join in the festivities. 
Finally there is the masque written as a definite dra-
matic form in itself. Perhaps the best known exponents of 
this form are Percy MacKaye and the writers of the Grove 
Plays of the Bohemian Club in California.' The fi 
The f irs t type we shall study in a later chapter. 
i-plckeh<:>o11- Ca<!e,~t Am. Drama 
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The second type is illustrated by one of the masques 
from "Masques from East and west" by Thom~s Wood Stevens ·. 
The scene opens in a beautiful Japanese garden where a 
prince is whiling away the time· with some dancing girls. 
Enter the ~eroine, obviously a . lady, but in rags, as if 
she were very poor, she seems to have traveled a long way. 
The Prince protects her; and she tells him her story. · Her 
honorable father, a man of great position, has been ta ken 
captive by the ruler of the country where they are now 
meeting, and has been put to death--all of which is pro-
per, but in the accomplishment , his sacred beard has been 
allowed to tou ch the dirt. This sin her ancestors can 
never forgive, and it calls for vengeance. Their spirits 
are demanding that the ruler die, and that his head rest 
for a short time on the casket of the ch ief whom he had 
wronged. The Prince is won over by the story and by the 
·· beauty of the girl Princess. With the Princess he goes 
to the ruJ.er and demands that he perform Hira kira; the 
ruler acknowledges the justice of the demand, and obliging-
ly kills himself. The Prince cuts off his head, and the 
'two start together upon the homeward j ourney. On t he way, 
there are many dangers, and more than once they are in 
grave pe ril, because the head of the ruler is just as 
sacred as that of her fat her had been, and no disrespect 
must be shown it. Furthermore , they have only a limited 
time to perform the rites, since the priests of the ruler 
have exacted the promise that the hea d should be returned 
r 
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in safety in so 'many days. But after more or less tro,Jble 
they reach the tomb of her fa t her only to find that they are 
too late. The Prince draws his sword, and the emissaries 
demand that he perform hira kira for the disrespect. But 
the priests of t h e "honorable f ather" intervene, and the 
Prince is saved. .The head rests for an .instant upon the 
casket -in the tomb, and all i~ well. This ends the masque 
and the festival begins. 
Since 1879, the Bohemian Club of the City of san Fran-
cisco has held annually, among t he big trees of t he Cali-
fornia redwood forest, an open air f estival, literary, 
dramatic and musical, and originally known as the "Midsum-
mer Hi gh Jink s." I n 1902, this festival developed into a 
new pha se called t he Grove Plays. 
The ori ginal Hi gh Jinks/ consisted in a 11 sire 11 select-
ing a subject upon which he invited members of his own 
choosing to read papers or poems, and he summoned the club 
by proclamation to attend t he jinks. The first jinks to 
-' 
be hel d in t he woods was "The Cremation of Care." Then, 
for th i rty-two years, this was given as the culmination 
of whatever j inks was put on. '"rhe "raison d r etre" of the 
cremation called f or the introdu_ction into t he plays of 
the mali ~n cha racter of Care who stal ked through the plot 
unti l vanquished. In the nineties, there wa s a new phase: 
The Sire, having devised t h e plan or frame work wou l d in-
vite some of his fellow-members to cloth e this framewor k , 
wh ich they did by contributing ori ginal songs or poems, of 
papers, or by singing songs and by provide musical inter-
l udes. 
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These elements were woven to gether in more or less impromptu 
fashin.n as parts of a ritualistic or dramatic performance 
given in c6stume and with the a id of spectacular ef f ects. 
The first of this type given was the 11 Sermon of the Myriad 
Leaves." The "Sacrifice in the Forest" or the Druid Jinks 
pos sessed the continui t y essential to formal drama. The 
"Enigma of. Life" was the stepping stone to the Grove Plays. 
' Th e settin r; is an Indian Village. The action includes the 
taking of a captive who shou ld l ater deliver the message of 
Bohemia, expounding the doctrine ofobrotherhood. An Indian 
legend was taken as a basis, There is a despa iring tribe 
in a land stric ken with drought, who was visited by a stran-
ger, a man light hair and white s kin, who, by ma p;ic summons 
brouf41.t up corn from a parched field, and game to the de-
serted water courses. When the character of th e play was 
made known to the composer of the music, he decided to com-
pose on a larger scale than he had ori ginally intended. 
This changed and elaborated the whole thine , and from this 
time on t he real Grove Pl ays developed. 
Since then the writers have tried to interpret the 
"spirit of the grove," and the plays "crystallise for its 
devotees in some spiritual sense the universal love of 
nature." 
!fuese plays h a ve developed into the following types: 
Romantic-realistic, Historical, Romantic-idealistic, and 
Mythological. There is a ri tua 1 i st ic element that is in-
herited from the earlier festivals of the Club. The Drama 
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and t he Opera were to a gre at extent the progenitors of 
the Gr ove Plays, but t he Romantic-idealistic plays bear 
a closer resemblance to the ma sque. In f act, wh ile there 
are other ma sques tha t appeared on the scene ea r lier t han 
these Hi gh Jinks, t h e latter are the first mod~~n parallels 
to the masque of t he olden time. 
"The Hamadryads" is a pl ay tha t is typical. The scene 
is laid in a glade in t he forest, surrounde d by giant trees. 
The time is t h at of the rising of t h e moon on a mid-summer 
ni g1; t. Afte r a musica T pr6l ude t wo f i gu res repre senting 
cometly and tragedy appear robed in white. Each carries a 
staff on which is mounted a li ghted lamp. They sit in pro-
f ile on the ri gh t and left of the scene. The poet enters 
and tel l s how be "made this dreamt1 --the source s of his in-
s pir "'l tion. Then appealing to the fol k-lore to "cast your 
spells over t he se mortals" he goes out fo l lowed by comedy 
an d tra gedy. 
Mu sic be gins which represents t h e suff ering of the im-
prisioned Hamadryads or wood fairi e s. At the main theme, 
Meledon, or Care is discovered as a bat clinging to the 
roots of a great tree. He be gi ns to annoy the imprisoned 
Hamadryads, but at the hoot of an owl, he vanishes. More 
music i s hear d. 
A d im, green li ght is seen on the lower par t of one of 
the grea t tre e s. This slowly b ecomes intense unt i 1 the wh ole 
tree glo ws. A hand and an arm, t hen the whole of a leaf clad 
fi gu re emerges from the center, bu t slowly, a s if awa kening 
f rom sleep . Li ght glows on another great t r ee, then a third 
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and a folJrth. Little figures emerge. Now all the trees 
come to life , and the whole hillside is flooded with a bril-
liant l.igbt. Leaping from the foliage, many Hamadryads run 
down the hillside, and gather in the glade. The four lead-
ing Hamadryads rehearse the hi storv of the Hamadryad race. 
The gods created them. Later came the golden a ~e. Then 
zeus was defeated and fell, and they were imprisoned. The y 
are released thus far, but are not yet entirely free. 
Care appears now and then while they are tal king , to 
disturb their peace of mind. Finally be t ells them that 
being refu sed a place in limbo or in Hell, he has come to 
Earth to live. But he has also told them th8 t ~1\POllo, their 
special friend yet liv es. 
Now the sister Naiad, the stream, awakens. She tel l s 
t h e Hamadryads that Apollo wants t heir aid. They of ~er to 
go to fight for h im, but sh e tells them that if they worship 
the tru God, "I .. ord Apollo, vest ed as the sun, shal l bring 
ye back the good, the golden a ge," A Hamadryaq. declares that 
he will not break his allegiance to Apollo. But another tel~s 
him about t 1: e stars "teaching him counsel." Then he sings, and 
the voices of angels are heard, also singin~ . Then an angel 
r e peats what the Stream ha s told them, and f urther, tha t the 
spirits ar e spared to" keep your temples for t he sons of men. 11 
Care appears again, but after the disappearance of the angels, 
ApolJo, who has entered, shoots h im with an arrow of fire. 
Ee sets his foot on the body of Care as the chorus ends. 
The music o f this ma sque is very important. Suited to 
each change it brings out every mood of the play. 
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The stage where these Grove Plays are present ed is 
very interesting. In the daytime it is simply a bit of 
forest of tall trees. There is a great de a 1 of shrubbery 
and foliage. The sta ~e itself slopes upward. It is such 
a stage as may become a real fairy-land when properly 
liphted and arranged. The plays themselves are not plays 
as such. But they are artistic, full of delicacy and beauty, 
which qualities are greatly emphasised by the natural beauty 
of the stage. An impression or emotion is cre ated rather 
than that a problem is presented and worked out. 
j. 
Mr. Percy Mac Kaye is also a writer· of this type of masque. 
But he calls his work a "new form to meet new needs," and he 
has made the effort to incorporate more of the community 
spirit. His "Community Masques" are written on a large scale, 
and as many as seven thousand five hundred citizens have ta-
'(en part in certain large productions. 
One of the most noteworthy of this type of ma sque i§ 
"Caliban," whose theme is the "slow education of mankind 
through t h e influences of cooperative art, thRt is, of the 
art of the theatre in its full so cia 1 scope • 11 
The occasion of t h e writing of this masque was t he 
Shakespearean celebration of 1916. The dramatic-symbolic 
motive of t he play is ta lcen from 11 Tbe Tempest." The art of 
Prospera is the art of Shakespeare in its universal scope: 
11 Tbat many-visioned art of the theatre which, age after age, 
bas come to liberate the imprismned imagination of mankind 
from the fetters of brute force and i gnorance; that same art 
which, being usurped or stifled by groping part-knowledge, 
Infrodve.--1-io£7 .. Cali/Jan··. 
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prudery, or lust, has been botched in its ideal a ims and--
like fire ill-handled or ill-hidden by a passionate child--
has wrou ght havoc, hypocricy nnd dec adence." 
Caliban is this child. Prospera, after r e peated trials 
and f ailures, f inally succeeds in lifting h im from the animal 
plane to one of und erstanding and right attitude. 
The action ta x es place in the cave of Sebetos, in the 
mind o :' Prospera, and on the ground-circle of the tiy ellow 
sands"--th e place of historic time. The time covers dif-
ferent periods from the a ge of barbarism to the present, 
There are three interludes, wh ich throu ph dancing and pan to-
mine convey ideas of dramatic art of Antiquity, of the Middle 
Ages and of Eli zabethan England. 
I . 
The masque may be described as follows: The ma sque pro-
per consists of a prologue a nd three acts, the principal ch ar-
acters of which ar e Prospera, Caliban, Miranda, the Vv itch sy-
corax, and Ariel. Th er e are allegorical characters, as Death 
and War. The po wers of Setebos and the Spirits of Ariel im-
personate di ff erent things by means of pantomi me and sing ing. 
Ten inner-stage scenes by which Prospera tries to teach 
Caliban to "reverence Miranda and forswea:r Setebos" are enact ed 
by the Spirits of Ariel. These scenes with the exce ption of 
of one are taken f r om the pJ.ays of Sha kespeare. 
The masque b egins wi_th t h e release of Ariel from the jaws 
o f Setebos by Prospera, wh o determines also to transform Cali-
ban. Ariel is now given tha t task , and Prospera proceeds to 
teach him his art, wh ich he does by me ans of the interludes. 
Death and War interfere during the development of the play, 
8(b 1" 0 1~ UiliVEIIS\rY 
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and threaten the destruction of even Minerva and Prospera 
t h emselves. But the power of Prospera overcomes all. 
In the epilogue ~ropero gives up his place to Shakes-
peare. 
The idea presented by this masque is interesting, but 
some time may be required to wor l~ it out from a practical 
standpoint. The theme, compared with the trouble ta ken to 
pro::luce the masque is hardly worthy of it. 
Sanctuary is a 1 so a masque written with the idea of 
civic theatre presentation. This masque too k its ori g in 
from two sources--nature studv and the a rt of the theatre. 
It was written with the idea that t he present day movement 
for the com3ervat ion of birds and bird study mi ght well 
t ake on significant forms of symbolic expression in pageants, 
festivals and t h e drama of the civic t heatre. 
Six persons are included in the masque, The Faun, The 
Poet, The Naturalist, The Dryad, The Bird Spirit, The Plume 
Hunter. Manny birds in human form--but garbed symbol'i~ailly, 
ma ke the pantomime very interesting and beautiful. The scene 
is t h e sylvan ~lade of a bird sanctuary. 
The whole thing , in connection with the symbolism and 
color, must be very beautiful when properly presented, but 
a ga in the reader is impressed by a lack of harmony betweent 
plot and method of presenting it. 
From the foregoing examples we see bow the old masque 
differs from the modern masque, and also their points of sim-
ilarity. While the old masque has, without doubt, prepared 
I 
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the way for the modern masque, and has left it a great in-
h eritance, the modern masque, from its very environment, 
so to spea k, and on account of t he popular demand for it, 
i s in a position to r aa ch height s, artistically and dramatic-
ally, that were impossible for its ancestor. 
• 
l 
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CHAPTER VI. 
THE MASQUE AND THE MODERN PAGEANT. 
We shall now study the relationship that exists between 
the masque and the pageant of today . 
Many so-called pageants that are written today a r e 
masques . Many are masque-pa geants. There are fevt pageants 
written but what have some masque-like characteristics. 
This condition of affairs is due to the f a ct that the dif-
ference in technic e-f the two forms is diminishing. Modern 
pageantry allows considerable dancing, and that, with sing -
ing, plays a large p art in the entertainment. There a re 
some, even , that exclude all speech and get their effects 
from song and pantomime action. But this shows masque 
t echnic on which the spirit of p a geantry has been imposed. 
On the other hand, the ma sque admit s allegory and sym-
bolism, a nd there is no r e ason why it should exclude his-
torical cha r a cters, provi ded t h ey a re not out of p l a ce i n 
a d ance . 
The fact remains , however, that the two must continue 
to differ to a certain extent . The mode rn pag eants, being 
dramatic, must deal \~ith the his t orical chara cter. When 
a historical scene is .'shown t he re must be a historica l 
cha r a cter. To replace, for ex ample , the Puritan and the 
Indian by Civilizati on and the Wilder ness woul d b e to chang e 
t h e scene by mak ing i t symbolic rather than historical. 
"History is the flesh that covers the bones of symbolism. 
But the page ant in its strict fro~ deals with that flesh 
and only sugg ests the bones tha t lie beneath." 
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The following product was called a masque, but it has 
many characteristics of the modern pageant. It was g iven 
at the time of the coronation of Edward VII of England. 
Th e characters are as follows: 
The Prolocutor, who as spokesman interprets the various 
scenes, ~he Edwards, the ten centuries of England, which 
are symbolic figures, ten Imps and ten Energies, of Progress, 
also symbolic. Each century has a group of characters about 
it which represent the progress of that particular time. 
For example, the twelfth century has as companions Thomas 
Becket and a group of contemporaries ;1 The nineteenth cent-
ury has about it Stevenson, Darwin, and Queen Victoria. 
The Prolocutor opens the masque. He introduces the cent-
uries who pass in dumb show. Then they re-enter, singing, 
and pass to the back of· +,he stage. The i mps of progress 
enter singing, and dane e out. 
In the second scene is the pas sin~ of the Edwards. The 
Prolocutor introduces each one, and before the entrance of 
each the centuries perform dances which correspond to the 
character of the Bdward introduced. 
The Energies of Progress enter next. There is conversa-
tion, and each throws something into the melting-pot. 
The fourth scene is that of the Pageant of the Centuries. 
Each century enters with its particular group. There is 
now the Dance of the City, State, and lastly the Symbol of 
the Crmvning. This is enacted as follows: 
The back curtain rises and displays behind a veil the 
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empty throne of England. ~here is a march which grows into 
a hymn, and the ~dwards pass across the stage behind the 
veil. The figure of Queen Victoria now passes across the 
stage to the inner scene behind the veil. The symbolic 
figure of the nineteenth century with its group place them-
selves about the throne. ~his figure beckons, and the 
twentieth century leads in King Edward VII., robed for the 
crowning. ~he group of the twentieth century which in-
cludes Canada and other possessions of England bear the 
symbols of kingship. Now is enacted the portion of the 
ceremony of coronation which symbolized the choice of the 
:people, and links it with the past. The whole audience 
sings "God save the King." The ten centuries now -pass to 
the center of the outer stage. They give up the golden 
wand to the twentieth century. At the first verse of the 
National anthem the centuries and their groups with the 
exception of th ose of the nineteenth and twentieth cent-
uries pass from the stage through the audience. These 
latter gro~ps remain with King Edward and ~ueen Victoria 
behind the veil. 
This masque pageant ShO\~ how the masque may be very 
e "t'fecti vely combined with the presentation of' historical 
figures and episodes. It is a masque in that there is a 
great deal of allegory, in fact, more of that t han of 
histor ie episode. And yet this allegory is only the 
background for the presentatinn of the historical figures. 
The "Victory Pageant" g iven by the Rhode Is:J:.and Normal 
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School shows an interesting combination of pageant mater-
ial with the spirit and technic of the masque. It is 
really more of a patriotic festival than a masque. 
After a march and a prologue comes the first part in 
which nour allies before the world war" are represented 
by folk dances. ~he second part shows "Autocracy Dominant" 
driving before him frightened refugees; in his train 
follow War, Fire, Famine, Rapine, Terror, Death, Greed. 
An · i nterpretation of "the grief of the world" is g iven 
by a dance. The next part shows America's crusade for 
Democracy. Soldiers and sailors escort the states of the 
Union. America enters with her train--Humanity, Red Cross 
Workers, T,iberty, Food, TJiberty Loan, etc. Then she re-
calls some of the history of her past--the spirit of '76, 
of '12, of '63, after which she summons her resources. 
Part four shows Democracy triumphant. 
The Pageant of Lincoln is a pageant in six scenes, 
and divides itself into three groups of two scenes each. 
The first and third group are m~sical and symbolical, 
and the second is dramatic and historical. Intermissions 
occur after the second and fourth scenes, thus separating 
the central historical drama from its symbolical setting. 
Trees and shrubbery are t he only background for the sym-
bolical scenes. 
The first scene opens with the appearance of the Spirit 
of Progress accompanie a by the Spirits of Adventure symbol-
i s ing new advance on the westward course of civilization. 
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Novr appear the Prairie Sprites who seem to s pring from the 
sod. They .are a group of dancers who seek to persuade the 
adventurers to stay their journey. The adventurers yield. 
Next follows scenes of historical i mportance in--the 
founding of Lincoln, Nebraska, then more allegory, ending 
with the appearance of the Spirit of th a ;,lest, who in turn 
smnrnons the Golden Hopes of the Future. 
This pageant, while not particularly good illustrates 
how masque characteristics may be employed to develop the 
"motif" 6f a pageant in separate scenes, and yet in such 
a way as to form an allegorical setting for the historical 
episodes. And according to some critics, the more success-
ful pageants kee p the two elements separate. It is said 
that no scene can be entirely satisfactory when the two 
a re mixed. Of course this criticism fus made in the face 
of the fact that there are many interesting pageants 
where th e two elements are included in the same scene. 
The pageant "The Spirit of the Roanoke" is similar 
in that while there are no allegorical scenes as such, 
the prologue and the interludes are allegorical. The 
Spirit of the Roanoke, an ' allegorical figure , gives the 
explanation of all • . The int·erludes_ include_ singing and 
dancing. 
In the ''Pageant of Virginia", there is a prologue 
in which there is a masque. Then the episodes follow con-
secutively until the epilogue which i s also allegorical. 
This pageant is an example of the class of pageants that 
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are written without any thought of connection beyond the 
presentation of historical facts. The historical narrative 
is coherent enough, in itself, but in a production for per-
formance the effect is that of lack of unity and of con-
nection. There is lacking that something which makes a 
perfectly satisfactory dramatic production, even of the 
pageant type. 
The pageant "Daughters of .lJawnn is a pageant present-
succession of 
ing a: fi. characters. There is an opening prologue and chorus. 
The allegorical character,--Time, and a Poet. Time delivers 
the opening prologue. The Poet speaks the words of ohorus. 
The same procedure follows all the scenes. ~he characters 
are as follows; 1Ye, Deborah, twelfth century, Balkis 
Queen of Sheba tenth century B.C., Sappho, sixth century 
B.O. Izeyl and Buddah, fifth century "9 .C., Mary, Mother of 
Jesus, Zenobia, 270 A.D., Queen of Palmyra, surrendering to 
Aurelian, ~peror of Rome. Jeanne D'Arc, 1427, Vittoria 
Colonna 1535,and Michel Angelo. 
At the close o f each scene the curtain falls to the 
accompaniment of music. There is some dancing. ~he epi-
logue and chorus close the pageant. The pageant is of 
the type in which a great deal of allegory is not necessary. 
The above examples illustrate what is being done in 
modern pageantry, and they also indicate a line along 
which a great deal might be accomplished. In o~der for 
the pageant to be a unit, ther e should be two plots, the 
• 
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salient plot and the sustaining plot. The main plot con-
sists of the story given in the episodes, and the other 
may be carried out by chorus, allegory and symbolism, the 
last two of which includes dancing, color, lighting, etc. 
~he value of this sustaining plot depends upon the beauty 
and the meaning of the allegory and symbolism. The alle-
gory must be imaginative and clear, not too emotional nor 
too involved. 
By means of this sustaining plot and the music . along 
with proper lighting, the whole atmosphere of the pageant 
may be emphasized. The masque, as has been noted, is capable 
of greater development than the pageant, and some critics 
think that in time it will supersede the pageant. But for 
the present a very profitable and artistic combination of 
the two forms is possible, and the masque, with its 
characteristic lightness and grace may blend an awkward 
succession of scenes into a production of merit . 
•• 
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